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CHAPTER I 
IKTBODUCTION 
IMBOWCTim 
■Situation of the Problem---/! XI Rogers once said, “there 
are always three sides to a position: my opinion* your opinion 
and the right answer*** A similar diletssa situates the problem 
which the author approaches in this paper* Thare are many 
teachers today, in public school systems across the nation, 
who accept Thomistlc principles as fundamental in education* 
there are also many who accept Deweyfs principles* 
General Presuppos1tIons—the author stands firmly in¬ 
volved In the Thomlstlc osition. An honest appraisal of this 
situation revealed that, nowhere in St* Thomas Aquinas, is any 
1 
specific practical method for research of thought presented* 
Certainly, a method is suggested and evolves fr*om the general 
theoretical principles and presentation, but this practical 
aspect of the Thomistlc position was never clearly stated by 
St* Thomas Aquinas* Thus ThomIsm is Incomplete, in a practical 
sense* Its principles are clearly stated, but, their applica¬ 
tion to precise areas has not been formulated, except by Inter¬ 
preters* 
/ 
I , 
Smile Sisard, jba Mature at la Portee fle la Hethode 
Sclent if ique* {Quebec: Laval, 1958), p. 28 J±* 
3 
Education faces the problem of cosanaulcation. Ideas 
2 
and reality must be presented to learners# or to a knower. 
The soundness of these Ideas or of reality is not to be dis¬ 
cussed. These objects of le ..rning may be misunderstood if a 
precise and definite sathod of approach does not make them 
*Tk^ 
clear and round In s*y mind or writings, but $& must in some 
way be made clear to that other mind, over there. 
Alternative®—Since there is no specific method clearly 
stated in St. Thomas Aquinas, two alternatives are left to a 
Tnoaist. He may either complete the Thomistlc theory by evol¬ 
ving a method fro© the principles and presentation, or ha may 
attempt to integrate a practical method suggested by a different 
philosopher. 
Evidently the latter step entails certain risks. The 
Thomlst must be careful to accept only a philosopher*s method 
without misinterpreting the implications of the method which 
depends on a philosopher’s presuppositions and principles 
which are different from Thomlam. The Thomlst must also 
apply the method to the same specific area and from the same 
3 
point of view which the philosopher intended. 
2 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s fDe Anlasa*. 
Book III, Chapter VII, paragraph ?5£. 
cf. haRlstro. Book II. 
3 
John Courtney hurray, S. J., We Hold These Truths. 
<8. I. t Sheed# I960), p. 22. 
4 
In this search for a method, the author followed the 
second alternative suggested above* He attempted to find 
out if Dewey's method of critical thought could be used by 
/ 
a Thomist. This became the following problems Can there 
be any principles in Thomism which explain or allow a situa¬ 
tion which would be similar to the situation in which Dewey 
suggestshis method? The confused aspect of the original 
4 
situation which Dewey spoke of struck the author as being 
similar to a situation which was the result of the principles 
of act and potency, especially because of the appetite aspect 
5 
of potency* 
Statement of the Problem—To state the problem clearly* 
Because Thomism is unfinished and does not state a definite, 
precise method for research can Deweyfs method of critical 
thought be acceptable to a Thomist without injury to 
Thomistlc principles, or Dewey#s position? The area in 
which this problem will be resolved is in the notion of the 
"situation** as confused and indeterminate, held by St* Thomas 
and/or Dewey. 
4 
John Dewey, How We Think* (Hew Yorks Heath, 1933)* 
Chap. ¥£* 
5 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Pe Potentla* Chap. I, art. I 
in corpus* 
5 
Heview of belated ftaterWs—Uegearch for this paper in 
the area suggested that^Thosls® was usually used as a criteriao 
by which to judge Dewey but that little work was undertaken to 
um Deway* Dewey himself and most of his disciples wade no 
attempt to relate their theory or method to a position out- 
? 
side of pragmatism* The few works found which approached a 
problem of finding point;? in Dewey acceptable to a Thomlst, 
touched on general theoretical points and not this specific 
8 
problem, The material reviewed did not prove relevant to 
this specific area except to present a warning that the mis¬ 
interpretation or coloring of either position cannot be the 
foundation for a scientific answer to a problem. 
6 
U. J. Fleekenstein, Critique of John Dewey*s Theory 
of the Mature and the Knowledge "of Seallty In "the 1*1 ght of 
the Principles'of Thomism* (thesis ; • ’ lSshingtons'" C. ’’57, 
vm 
7 
J. &. McCreary, "Matrix of Dewey * s Theory of Education,* 
Education, LXVIII, (March, 19&8), pp. 438-448. 
S 
0. E* McDonald, "Co-op sration in Education Between the 
Thomist and Experimentalist,* 'Educational Administration and 
buparvlsion* VL, {J a nuary, 1960 13^25 • 
6 
Outline of Froce3ure~>51nce no work was found relevant 
to the problem, the original works of the two authors were 
used as foundations for the discussion* As suggested above, 
/ 
this paper will now fall into four parts* Firstly, the des¬ 
cription of 3t* ihomas* notion of potency as it explains the 
indeterminacy of a situation; secondly, Deweyfs conception 
of the situation, the situation's effect on the situation; 
thirdly, a comparison of the two notions of situation and 
the possible use of the method of critical thought in the 
situation dependent on fhomlstlc principles; fourthly, a 
general resume of the conclusions of the study* 
CHAPTSa II 
POTENCY IN ST. THOMAS 
CHAPrsa ii 
f 
POTM.CX IN ST# THOMAS 
Purpose—»The aim of this section Is to present St. 
Thomas* explanation for the Indeterminacy of a situation. 
Both the principles of act and potency are the basic explana¬ 
tion for this indeterminacyt but potency and certain Thomlstle 
implications of tendency will be found to be the greatest in¬ 
fluences on the indeterminacy of a situation. 
Definition of Reality—For St. Thomas a situation is 
reality and part of reality. Reality is all that surrounds 
a thinking man, all that is out there, which includes that 
thinking man. Eeality is that tree, the sun, the airplane 
flying overhead, etc. A situation is a part of that reality, 
and made up of that reality. The thinking man is part of 
reality, but Inasmuch as man is thinking about reality, or 
2 
that situation, reality remains outside of that man. Reality 
1 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Phys. lib* I, lect. I 
2 
St Thomas Aquinas, -)e Yerlt°te. Quest. 10, art. 4 
Jacques Marltaln, IxislaUg.S.., and the 
(New York: Doubleday, 195oK p. 20-21 
9 
is determining what I think about, as much as, how I think. 
For this reason, thinking man looks at reality in two ways. 
Thinking man looks at reality and thinks about It as it is, 
3 
outside of himself. This St. Thomas calls physical reality. 
Thinking man looks at reality and thinks about it as he has 
4 
it in his mind. This St. Thomas calls metaphysical reality. 
In both cases, thinking man starts outside of himself, in 
reality. Reality is the source, and control, for his thinking 
about physical or metaphysical reality* * When I think about 
my hand as it is now, writing this paper, I am thinking in 
physical reality. When I think about my hand, as it Is a 
hand, capable of writing this paper, I am thinking in meta¬ 
physical reality. What I know about ray hand, as it is a 
hand, must correspond to what I know about my hand writing 
this paper. Reality forces this comparison. But I know it 
is easier to find out about my hand as it is a hand, than to 
think about my hand as it is writing this paper. So it is with 
3 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Meta, lib. V, lect. 4, 
• 
4 
Ibid. No. 796 
no. 795 
10 
a situation, reality* I can think about that reality out 
there as it is changing out there* But if I bring it Into 
ay mind, and think about reality out there as reality, I 
can know it more clearly, even if, I must go back out there 
to certify my conclusions. 
?resiu?DQsitlons~.L3t us state some of our presup¬ 
positions. 
1* There is reality. 
2. Man is part of reality* 
3. Man knows reality by/wlth his Intellect. 
4. fieality has an explanation. 
5. Man can know this explanation. 
6. Heallty has a physical, out-there, meaning for 
and because of thinking man. 
7. Heality has a metaphysical, isness, meaning 
for and because of thinking man. 
8. Physical reality is particular. Metaphysical 
reality is universal.-* e.g. that plane flying 
by, out-there, can only be that one combination 
of acts, situations. That plane flying by as a 
plane, can be any plane as a plane in my mind. 
5 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Cor., in Anal. Post, lib. I, 
leet, 42, no. 3* 
11 
Outline of Point of View—In this chapter, reality 
is our interest* That is to say physical reality or that 
particular situation as it is actually, that steak dinner 
now being eaten* To explain this physical reality we will 
start out-there in physical reality. Through our senses we 
will abstract from out-there (physical reality) to find 
principles which we will expand to explain that situation, 
taking that situation as common to all situations. This 
method of approach is not a clearly stated method in 3t. 
Thomas, but it is presented as a result of the intellectfs 
ordinary method of operation. St. Thomas proceeds in this 
way sometimes to present and explain principles. In other 
places he simply deduces principles. His work hints that 
6 
this outlined procedure, could be an approach. 
Problem to be Explained—Let us state a situation, a 
reality out-there to explain, to find principles for. Yes, 
that cigarette will do, that one you are holding In your left 
* I . . 
hand right now* It is reality, it is a situation* Let us 
limit the situation to the cigarette Itself. That cigarette 
Is out-there, it is a physical reality. It is a cigarette as 
cigarette out-there, it is a physical reality. Let us think 
6 
Hans Urs von Balthasar, Science* Bellglon and 
Christianity. (Londons Bums and Oates," 195o) • P• 31 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com* in Meta, proemium. 
12 
of It as a cigarette out-there* It is something* This 
cigarette can be lit with a match, and it bums. This goes 
on cut-thsre and affects my Idea of cigarette out-there. To 
think of it, the out-there has changed* The cigarette out- 
there has changed to souse thing different celled ashes. Here 
is the problem* In physical reality that cigarette changes 
to ashes. This is an indeterminate situation, since something 
changes, the cigarette could have changed to something other 
than ashes, e.g. food. It could also remain cigarette. But 
it does not* 
3t* Thomas* Position—To explain this reality out- 
there and keep contact with it, 3i. Thomas explains the 
cigarette as made up of parts which allow for change. What¬ 
ever makes up cigarette, must allow it to become ashes, and 
7 
food, arid, in the ultimate, must allow continual interchange. 
Hatter and Fora—We had something called cigarette, 
which was a real thing, something out-there, and this some¬ 
thing became ashes. For St. Thomas tho explanation of this 
change is found by having one characteristic which can only 
be cigarette, or ashes or food, and one characteristic which 
7 
3t* Thomas Aquinas, Com in Phys* lib. I, lect. 10, 
no. 3. 
13 
can be all of these, ashes, or food. The first characteristic 
8 
is called form, that which snakes a thing to be what it is, that 
which makes something be something, that something, cigarette; 
that something rashes; that something, food. The second char- 
9 
acteristlc is called matter, that which accepts any forms, 
and which underlies all change. Ratter allows this cigarette 
to be, these ashes to be, this food to be. Hatter takes on 
any form and for that reason is called the changeable aspect, 
10 
that which allows change. Form is definite and non-changeable 
in itself, though a being can change forms but in so doing 
changes the kind of being it is. Form is delimitation to a 
11 
definite pattern. Hatter Is receptivity to any delimitation. 
In the change from cigarette to ashes, matter is what makes 
the passage from cigarette to ashes. For© is what makes 
12 
the something at one moment cigarette and at another ashes. 
8 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Heta. lib. VII, lect. 7, 
no* 1419. “~'™' 
9 
3t. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Fhys. lib. I, lect. 15* 
no. 9* 
10 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com in Phys. lib. I, lect. 15» 
no. 11 ~ 
11 
St. Thomas Aquinas, wDc Vlrtutlbus,* Questionls 
Dlsoutatls. in prlnciplum, art. 11, corpus. 
12 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Feta, lib. VII, lect. 7* 
no. 1419. 
14 
Indeterminacy in Reality—If reality can change from 
one thing to another* the reality, that situation out-there 
is changing. Since It Is changing, it is indeterminate. It 
/ 
does not have a definite pattern* It is clearly and definitely 
not the same out-there. Since thinking man depends on what 
that reality out-there is, and it is changing, thinking man 
must realize that he has an indeterminate state of affairs 
13 
in reality and ultimately in his mind. If thinking man 
knows that cigarette clearly In reality out-there and when 
he looks again the cigarette is ashes, there is a confused 
state of affairs. 
hatter and Indeterminacy—The real reason for this 
confusion is matter, that which is pur© possibility, pure 
receptivity. That matter which underlies cigarette, and 
ashes, and food, underlies all possibilities. It Is not 
for© since form is the definite aspect, that which Is 
cigarette, ashes, food. St. Thomas calls matter, pure 
14 
potency. 
Potency—The term pure Is used In comparison to 
15 
impure or secondary potency. This Impure potency, is the 
13 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologies. I pars quest. 
75* art. 6, in corpus 
14 
St. Thomas Aquinas. Com in Phys. lib. I, leefc. 15# 
no. 11. 
15 
St. Thomas Aquinas, De Potentla. Quest. I, art. 1, o. 
15 
possibility which a thing has to take on*different aspects 
of the same form* That cigarette which we have beor talking 
about can bo many kinds of cigarette, a plain end, a filter 
• . / 
end, it can be an ertglish oral, a turkish or amarlcan but 
in all these cases it is still a cigarette. Even if this 
fora •cigarette* has determined the pure potency of matter, 
it still can take different specific shapes or forms which 
depend on impure or secondary potency* The cigarette, even 
as out-there, must also have a possibility to the form plain- 
end cigarette, etc. 
Hatter and Potency—Potency means possibility to, As 
such it is a broader concept and real principle of reality 
than matter* Hot in the fact that matter is not potency, 
but rather that the reality and concept •matter*’ applies 
16 
to a special realization of potency* It is much easier to 
see how secondary potency causes an indeterminacy of situa¬ 
tion, of reality* Fundamentally the only difference between 
pure and secondary potency is In the type of form each allows* 
16 
St. Thomas Aquinas, De Potentla* Quest* I, art* 2 
ad* 2 
16 
Pure potency only accepts different absolute forms. The 
matter of cigarette accepts anything that Is not cigarette* 
When the cigarette becomes ashes# this depends on matter, 
even if the secondary potency prepared the change by seking 
the cigarette filter-end, which that man prefers to :.&oke 
Pure potency and matter are strictly speaking, the same* 
Secondary potency is the aspect of potency which does not 
strictly apply to matter* 
The “Apetere* of Hatter—In that reality out-there, 
indeterminacy is caused by potency, pure and secondary* At 
this point, St* Thomas differs from Aristotle, for he intro- 
18 
duces into this potency the notion of *apetere*** For St* 
Thomas *apeterea means a desire toward* This is not active* 
Desire in the conception of St* Thomas is an openness toward 
an end* This seems like a limitation to pure possibility* 
In a sense it Is* But the limitation is caused by reality 
and not In the conception of possibility and desire* 
Divine Orientation—.Since that cigarette is already 
out-there, it has the limitation of being out-there, and 
1? 
St* Thomss Aouinas, De Potentla. Quest* I, art. 11 
ad 21 
IS 
3t« Thomas Aquinas, Co? In gbyte* lib* II, lsct* 2, 
no* 3* 
1? 
so does its matter have the limitation of being out-there. 
flatter for St* fhosas is a principle of reality as it is out- 
19 
there* Matter is limited to reality, what it was, it is, 
and can be* If thinking man places himself outside of reality 
to think about reality, he is taking a divine point of view, 
and from this point of view reality has limits which the 
divine has given its thus matter had the limits of reality* 
And the indeterminacy of the situation ia limited. That 
cigarette in the mind of God has a definite pattern. Not an 
openness to anything but an openness to all dependent on a 
20 
certain sequence* 
Intellectual Orientation—If thinking man places reality 
in his mind, he again limits reality, this time to his con- 
. j 
ception of it. And the pure possibility of matter takes 
21 
on the limits of msn#s conceptions. That cigarette 
out-there as man can understand it, is limited to humanly 
understandable deductible forms. It cannot become other 
than what man thinks or makes it become, flatter is an 
19 
St. Thomas Aquinas, dupes Theologies. I pars, 
quest. 3* art. 2. 
20 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com* in Phys* lib. I, lect. 1 
21 
St* Thomas Aquinas, De Verltate. quest. 10, art. 4 
openness to all that man knows and can know. Here again a 
sequence will be present in Man*s conception of the known, 
deal Orientation—If thinking man looks at reality 
outside of himself, with himself a part of it, matter be¬ 
comes pure possibility* There is so way of knowing the 
divine pattern, or limiting reality to man's pattern. 
Basilty is there outside and independent of man, with man 
22 
a very small part of it. In this case «f th© openness of 
matter to all forms is not limited. That cigarette through 
change can become anything. It is from this last point of 
view that St. Thomas places himself. Reality out-there Is 
explained by matter and form, potency and form or act. The 
Indeterminacy depends on potency, both matter and secondary 
potency. Because of its pure possibility, matter contains 
an appetite, a desire to all forma at once, even if in reality 
23 
it can have only one at a time. This continual appetite of 
matter, possibility of any formjcauses the Indeterminacy of 
reality. 
22 
Hans Urs von Balthasar, Science. Religion and 
Christianity, p. 69. 
23 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Pe Ente et Essentia, c. 2, 
p. 12. 
19 
The Snd of Hatter—St. Thomas also takes the next 
step Into saying that this appetite of matter Is end 
oriented. He admits that he cannot explain this from con¬ 
sidering simply reality out-there, though he suggests that 
24 
certain hints are given, by the development of reality. 
His proof for this statement remains in placing himself out- 
25 
side of reality as it is out-there and seeing the divine plan. 
Because this plan is in reality out-there, even if it is not 
known in reality out-there, St Thomas introduces the end 
orientation into his conception of possibility* Hatter 
always seeks the most perfect form, the one which completely 
limits its possibility* Its desire Is not satisfied until 
26 
it accepts this pure form* When that cigarette out-there turns 
to ashes, reality does not show its end orientation, but simply 
a possibility to change, to reality of a form which did not 
contain pure possibility* Only fro® outside of that reality 
out-there, can a pattern be found in tobacco plant, to cigarette 
to ashes* 
no* 
no* 
2k 
St* Thomas Aquinas, Cob. In Fhys. lib. XI, lect. 4, 
25 
St* Thomas Aquinas, Com in Heta. lib* IX, lect* 1 
26 
St* Thomas Aquinas, Com in ?hyg» lib I, lect XV, 
10. ~ 
/ 
20 
Pure Potency + "Ape term »«.«*The theoretical framework 
for the indeterminacy of a situation i© relatively simple 
for St. Thomas. The situation is complex because it has two 
aspects one which Is changeable, one unchangeable. The 
unchangeable aspect as it is, in reality out-fchera, can not 
control or limit the changeable aspect, save for a very 
27 
limited length of time. During this limited length of 
time the situation has a definite absolute constancy, but it 
is indeterminate from a relative, or secondary point of 
view. That reality out-there is indeterminate because of its 
potency. Pure potency or ©attar, causes its absolute inde¬ 
terminacy because of its pure possibility which is an 
2S 
appetite toward pure form. Because there is no pure form, 
except as seen from outside of reality where it is taken 
as a whole and complete, this appetite means an openness 
to all forms. That cigarette is a cigarette for a definite 
length of time, its change is dependent on the appetite of 
matter to become other, in the example, ashes. 
Helative Potency » "Aoetere*—This absolute change, 
whieh is allowed by absolute indeterminacy, preludes a relative 
27 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Susroa Theol. Quest. 10, art. 4, c. 
of. Com, in Fhys. lib 
28 
St. Thomas Aquinas, gosa. in Phys. lib 1, loot. 13, no. 9. 
21 
change allowed by relative indeterminacy, or secondary potency* 
Because of its continual appetite, even a definite form which 
29 
limits matter does not satisfy matter* This form is continually 
undergoing relative or secondary changes which are preparing 
the absolute change. That cigarette changed shape, color, etc*, 
during the time it was a cigarette, these changes are relative 
or secondary changes and depend on secondary potency. 
Extent of Fotency~»3aglcally potency overflows the 
actual for® that it has in reality out-thsre and because of 
this causes the indeterminacy of reality* This overflow 
causes the secondary changes, as well as the absolute changes, 
and* is the evidence that points to a continual appetite for 
another for®. Matter in that cigarette has greater possibilities 
than that cigarette. Hatter tries to overcome this by secondary 
changes of color, shape* But even then, matter has unlimited 
30 
possibilities which it desires to have contained. 
29 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Do Potentla* Quest. 1, 
art. 1, e« 
30 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Cos* in Meta, lib IX 
lect. 2. 
22 
assume—Heal1ty is out-there, changing* Thinking man 
is part of it because he is real* This reality seems indeter¬ 
minate to man* But it really is not. If man could get outside 
of it to grasp it* Even in its actuality as out-there s*ifch its 
indeterminacy, some absolute, be it the simplest form, delimits 
it in a pattern. 
V 
CMAffga III 
/ 
tmmr*s it&rao^ of earner thought 
CHAPTm 111 
/ 
SzMZfS KSTHOP OF CRITICAL THOUGHT 
Aim of Thoughfc~»Thls chapter will present Deweyfs 
method of critical thought with special emphasis on sus¬ 
pension and its foundation in situation. Reflection in a 
confused situation follows certain general steps, the most 
important of which Is suspension of judgment precisely be- 
1 
cause the confused situation is problematic. 
A Problem Situation—Early last evening, the lights went 
out in the library at home. A definite reading assignment had 
to be done for a Monday seminar. The situation was problematic. 
The method Dewey calls of critical thought. Is a formalizatlon 
of one of the approaches man makes to transform a confused situ¬ 
ation to a clear* coherent situation. Dewey does not present 
this method as the method but rather as one of the soundest 
patterns that man uses to control a situation with his intellect 
Dewey even states that this is only an coutline of indispensable 
traits of reflective thinking and not a method of ^thinking." 
1 
John Dewey, How We Think. (Hew Yorks Heath, 1933)* 
p. ?4. 
25 
The Method of Critical Thought^-Baslcally. Dewey*e 
2 
method as outlined has five steps, or states of thinking, once 
a problem situation Is experienced. Immediately as the lights 
went out, many possible reasons for this occurence came to mind. 
This is the suggestion aspect of the outline* The thinking man 
Jumps to possible solutions to the problem. When the lights 
went off, immediately case to mind such things as replace the 
fuse, go to the kitchen to read, turn on the switch, an elec¬ 
trical storm, etc. It is to be noted that these solutions 
were suggested even before the problem is understood. They 
are immediate responses to a situation which is problematic 
3 
and confused. 
Intellectual Emphasis—1The next state is one of in¬ 
tellectual i nation in which the problem passes fro® a general 
problematic topic which was directly experienced to a problem 
to bo solved. The lights went off. This was a problematic 
situation. F*any different suggestions came to mind which 
could not solve the problem since no one had clearly stated 
the problem In their mind. The person was reading and had to 
2 
Ibid. p. 72 
3 
John Dewey, Essays on Experimental Logic. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1917) • p*" l64. ^ 
26 
organize* and evaluate the situation as creating a problem* 
This was done when it was realized that the reading had to be 
done and lights were necessary for reading* Mow the problem 
4 
passed from a real situation* to an intellectual plane* The 
thinking man had grasped the situation in his mind. He could 
not think about it* This is a very Important step, for here 
the thinking aspect comes into play. If the intellect is not 
put to use, there is no inquiry simply reaction. This Is the 
difference between realizing In the mind that the lights need 
to be put on* and bumping into a tree* then walking around it 
which is a simple reaction* 
Hypothesls~Once the problem is intellectualIzed* the 
suggestions which first oceursd must now be organized as 
hypothesis. They siust be taken in 3ome kind of sequence, not 
all at once and intellectually pursued. They are considered 
5 
as guides to the observation of the problem. But «aore important 
they lead to the recognition of factual material which surrounds 
the problem. At this step, the intellect is actually operating. 
There is no action in the situation* all goes on in the mind 
4 
John Dewey, LorIc* The Theory of Inquiry. (Sew fork: 
Holt* 1938). Chapter IV. 
3 
John Dewey* How we Think, p. 75* 
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whore feats are accumulated by observation which suggests 
certain paths to follow, The organization of data leads to 
an aiding hypothesia. In our case at point, with the light 
/ 
last night, the suddens®as of the occurence, suggest that 
the electricity failed suddenly. This gives ground to the 
hypothesis of burnt fuse, broken wire, shoi’t circuit, the 
switiching off of the light, burst bulbs, etc. This state 
leads to tbs next category in the outline, 
&easonlng-~Onee the hypotheses have bees presented 
because of observation and fact, the intellect elaborates 
these ideas individually. The thinking ©an reasons. He 
tak^s one hypothesis at a time and follows It through. When 
the suggestion of a fuse is presented, the thinking man or- 
6 
gunizes all the facts around thin hypothesis. If the fuse is 
the answer, there must be some fact which will bear this up. 
But no observation was made of switching on now lights, in 
the room* The lights just went off. Then the fuse could 
have been faulty or overheated* Thie last elaboration allows 
that maybe it was the fuse. But the other hypothesis rantt 
also be taken through the same process. The hypothesis of 
the electrical storm Is plausible because of the suddenness 
of the occurence. But when the -sen looked outdoors he saw 
6 
John Dewey, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry. Chapter VI. 
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lights on at the neighbors which disallowed this hypothesis. 
Here again there is an overlap of phases. 
Testing—The reasoning about the hypothesis is a purely 
elaborative process which only clears up and specifies the 
suggested ideas. When an overt or imaginative action, as look¬ 
ing out the window occurs, we pass to the testing stage of the 
7 
process. This testing process goes on in the mind of the indi¬ 
vidual who is reflecting. There is no actual, exterior action 
on the confused situation yet, though the situation is slowly 
clearing up. The actual problem is lessened at least intel¬ 
lectually by specification and reflection. Its actual solution 
will occur only after all the alternatives have been considered 
8 
and a definite plan of action is decided upon. In our ex¬ 
ample, checking the fuse seems the only alternative, even 
if it were far-fetched; It is the reasonable path of 
action after intellectual consideration. Certainly other al- 
ternatives, electric storm, burnt bulb, burnt wire are plausible. 
But this latter seems to be the alternative which should be 
put into action to clear up the confused situation and solve 
the problem. Only by action will this alternative be really 
tested* 
Ibid, Chapter VII 
8 
John Dewey, Essays on Experimental Logic, p. 9^* 
29 
Openness to depetltlon—If this action proves Incorrect, 
a return to the Intellectual process should be made to present 
9 
new and clearer alternatives. This whole process Is evaluated 
by Its final affect on the problem situation. The testing pro¬ 
cess is evaluated by Its final effect on the problem situation. 
The testing process must take this into consideration, by 
intellectually evaluating consequences of the alternative solu¬ 
tions in action. 
Suspension—The development of this method of critical 
thought depends on three aspects, a problematic, confused 
situation, a suspended state of affairs and a clear solution. 
The suspended state of affairs is of extreme Importance. 
Suspension of action makes the difference between critical 
10 
thought and all other mental processes. All the clarlfica- 
' ' 
tion, reasoning and testing depend on the subsequent and con¬ 
tinued presentation of alternatives. The fuse solution must 
be kept In abeyance, while, the electrical storm solution is 
inspected, and both of these are left non actualized while the 
burnt wire theory is examined. This suspension is in action, 
in the actual situation and has consequences in the Intellect. 
9 
John Dewey, Experience mid Nature. (New York; Open 
court. Second EditIon, 1929$• p• 323* 
10 
John Dewey, How We Think, p. 103 
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The method clearly shows that suspension of action Is essential 
to It* so that different hypotheses my be examined. But this 
suspension is basically dependent on the confused situation. 
For once the situation is clear, the relevant action, found by 
the method suggested, will taka place In the situation. 
Situation and 3u8Penslop--3uspenslon is the characteristic 
of this method, borne of its foundations are found in the notion 
of situation. For our purposes here, we are interested in the 
confused situation. The confusion is what gives rise to sus¬ 
pension. If the lights go off, and I know why, there is no 
confusion and because of the confusion, suspension. Confusion 
in a situation is what creates a problem as well as allows 
11 
for suspension. What is this confusion, this perplexity of 
the situation? ' 
Complexity of a Situ ition—Its explanation can be found 
in the situation itself. A situation for Dewey Is something 
, ♦ 
with many aspects, It is not a single, isolated object but 
’ , i£ 
rather the life and act of environment. If It is considered 
11 
John Dewey, Experience and Nature, p. 338 
12 
John Dewey, Logics The Theory of Inquiry, p. 113 
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as an object, It is as part of the total environment* This 
13 
situation Is complex and non-lsolatable* That cat sleeping on 
the bed is a situation as part of the total environment* the 
total life of which this situation is a "clue or guide In use- 
enjoyment*" 
Actuality of a Situation—This situation Is not and 
cannot be conceptual as a situation* It is in the realm of 
lk 
experience with Its direct Implications. That cat sleeping 
there Is part of the realm of experience and is the real 
experience* As situation It is not liable to knowledge* 
Situation as a Foundation to Thought—When this cat 
sleeping there Is taken as an object of knowledge by mm§ it 
is no longer a situation as situation. The realm hm changed. 
Certainly the reals of discourse depends on tha realm of ex- 
15 
perience as a precondition* But a situation is not of the 
same order as concept* The situation is independent of dis¬ 
course or knowledge, ks Dewey says "one cannot decline to 
have a situation.* The cat sleeping on the bed is a situa¬ 
tion for me, because it is part of my total environment, cot 
because of any knowledge I would have of it. It is not felt. 
13 
John Dewey, Experience and Nature* p* 339 
14 
John Dewey, Essays on Experimental Logic, p* 15 
15 
Ibid* p. 214 
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16 
It Is had* This situation Is not called reality* it is simply 
a situation which man has* That cat sleeping on the bed 1# 
directly had by me, before It is stated or conceptualised. In 
fact, this intellectual action changes the situation to a 
different situation, that of a thinking man intellectually 
discoursing about that eat aleeplng on the bed* 
Influence of 311uat lon—The situation is first and fore* 
most in Dewey’s mind* It determines man by this direct action 
of experience, then this situation because it is had. Influences 
all subsequent selection and weighing of observed facts and 
1? 
their conceptual ordering. This seems to mean that the In¬ 
tellect itself is part of a situation influenced by total 
environment* This allows that thinking man to be creating 
a situation by his thinking. 
Complexity of a Whole—The confusion or perplexity of 
the situation arises from its being a whole, a total environ¬ 
ment* The direct experience of a situation does not always 
immediately present the total environment, the whole* For 
16 
John Dewey, Logic, The Theory of Inquiry, p. 11? 
17 
p. 122 
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this reason the situation Is confused* That cat sleeping on 
the ted during the fire can be directly present to me, but 
not In Its place in my total environment for me* For that 
' • / 
reason, the situation is confused and will be, till I can 
have this experience of that cat sleeping on the bed during 
the fire, in its proper place in my total environment* The 
transition between the two is made by controlled inquiry, 
18 
which suspends action to clarify a situation* A confused situ¬ 
ation is one had without its unifying qualities* The situation 
itself as had is lacking in some important aspects* This lack 
creates the confusion, which mist be cleared as by reflective 
thought, which points out the unifying duality of the .situation 
19 
In the total environment* The cat sleeping on the bed during 
the fire becomes that cat sleeping on the bed during the fire 
taken out of the house* The taken out of the house. Is the 
link which brings that cat sleeping on the bed during the 
fire from a confused to a? clear position in my total environ¬ 
ment* 
Hesume of Chanter—Pewev * & method of critical thought 
is made up of five terminals: (1)* suggestion, (2)* state¬ 
ment of the problem, (3)* hypothesis, (4). reasoning. 
18 
John Dewey, How We Think* p* 63 
19 
John Dewey, Logics The Theory of Inquiry* p. 110 
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20 
(5). testing* This is an intellectual process which makes 
the transition from a confused situation to a clear situation 
by the suspension of action* The confused situation is the 
source of all the trouble, but it is real because of the lack 
21 
of completion of the whole environment in an experience* The 
notion of clear situation to be attained draws the fundamental 
characteristic of this method, suspension, from the confused 
situation* Having no lights to read by leads to having lights 
to read by, with a suspension of action to find how to get 
lights* 
20 
John Dewey, How We Think* p. 72* 
21 
John Dewey, Logic: The Theory of Inquiry* p* 112* 
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CBAPU& IV 
h COHPAIliSQH OF POSITIONS 
Aim of Chapter--The two preceding chapters have been 
expository. This chapter will try to compare what has been 
developed to show the difference and likenesses which can be 
found In the exposition. This chapter will organise the data 
to answer our problem question* Can a Thomist use the method 
of critical thought without acting in contradiction to his 
principles? The first section will present the dissimilarities 
which are the result of different fundamental positions. The 
second section will state likenesses in the specific area treated 
which would allow for the acceptance of the method of critical 
thought by a fhomlst. The conclusion will be presented in 
the next chapter* 
General Plfferenceg-~The fundamental dissi^alirltles 
which coma from the different philosophical principles of 
St* Thomas and Dewey are evidently still contained in this 
exposition. Basically St. Thomas allows for an absolute In 
1 
reality, and knowable by man. Dewey holds that all is 
1 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Cota* in *Pe Anisia.* Book III, 
Chap* II, lectls 8, no ?18. 
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relative and that knowledge has no value for itself, but only 
2 
value In an action* The approach which each takes to what is 
to be known, or to be meted upon is distinct* St. Thomas 
approaches this which he calls reality, as something distinct 
arid absolute out-the re* *411 of the philosophy starts and ends 
3 
out-there. There it is, independent of individual man* On 
the other hand, &•**? approaches this, which he n&aes situation, 
froca the action point of view, as men io part of it* The 
4 
actuality of the situation is dependent on action. The situ¬ 
ation is approached as dependent of this s&sn, and controlled 
5 
by this ssan* For Dewey, the situation is action for indivi¬ 
duals* approached from these individuals influences and inter¬ 
actions* &or at. Thomas, the reality is out—there In action, 
but approached outside of individual action. 
Aatroaches—Actuality—When that car is tooting its 
horn, St. Thomas has an absolute controlling the car and 
the tooting; but, Dewey presents that car as a situation 
Z 
John Dewey, Experience and Mature* p* 165 
3 
Etienne Gilson, Season and ilevelatIon in the Middle Ages. 
(Sew Xork* Scribner*s 19 3ST • "p • "?0-?1 • 
4 
John Dewey, Logic: The theory of Inquiry. P* 114. 
5 
John Dewey, How Me Think, p. 227-229* 
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which is in action, with no fosolutss, simply action. St. 
Thomas limits reality to action defined by nature and defined 
6 
by action. Detray makes the situation simply action with no 
7 
det&rminacy save t~ -t given by the individuals in the action. 
St* Thomas has a framework in which the car and the tooting 
fit. Dewey rejects a framework and makes the car and the 
tooting an aspect of something being done. 
Actual itv—.Sven if both St. Thomas and Dewey take 
opposite positions as to the approach to reality and situa¬ 
tion. The pastion remains as to whether, they are both trying 
to approach the same thing fro® their divergent positions. 
Fro® the exposition of both positions It seems clear that 
they are trying to explain the same fact even if they give 
different meanings and value to this fact. Both sees to 
be trying to cope with a something of which man is part 
because he is real and in action. At the same time, both seem 
to present man in some of his Intellectual actions independent 
from this actuality. This actuality is a changing situation 
for both men. Though for St. Thomas this situation 
has a dual character which is intrinsic to it. For Dewey 
ad corpus. 
39 
9 
the changing situation cannot be explained but simply controlled, 
lie is not interested in what makes it change intrinsically, 
but what makes it changing for this imn in this situation. 
St* Thomas presents a reality which has principles. Dewey 
presents a reality which is what it is, and does not have 
principles which constitute it. 
Kethod of Critical Thought In Actualitv—Jhat St. Thomas 
names reality and what Dewey names situation seem to be ob¬ 
jectively the same thing, even if each give their modifications 
to this actuality. Dewey*s method of critical thought ia for¬ 
malisation of an intellectual approach to one aspect of this 
10 
actuality. That car tooting its horn is an actuality which 
Dewey calls situation and which St. Thomas calls reality. 
St. Thomas* explanation in no way states how man will grasp 
this situation or action. Dewey does present man in this 
situation. But this is not the subject for the method of 
critical thought unless a problem is created for this man’s 
11 
action by the tooting car. Dewey*s method of critical thought 
9 
John Dewey, Democracy In Education, (hew York? 
Macmillan, 1961). p. 132-136 
10 
“A Symposium of Heviews of *Logics The Theory of 
inquiry**w .Journal of Philosophy. XXXVI, (October 12, 1939). 
p. 561-531 
11 
D. 3. M&ckay, *What Does Hr. Dewey Mean by an ’Inde¬ 
terminate oituation*?** journal of Philosophy, XXXIX, 
(February 12, 19^2) 
controls a contused state of affairs in this actuality, St. 
Thomas explains why this actuality la confused• Dewey faces 
the confused actuality with a method for control in human 
action. BealIty for St. Thomas is clear because of the form 
aspect. For Dewey a situation is cleared by action which is 
tha result of the critical method. 
Form and Clear Sltu&tlon-~The indeterminacy of the ac¬ 
tuality for St. Thomas Is caused by a continual desire to be 
i p 
completed by tha ultimate form. This is quits similar in 
actuality to tha passage fro& a confused state to a clear 
state which la the foundation for the method of critical 
13 
thought in Dewey. Because tha situation must becoma clear, 
msm uses the method of critical thought, with its suspension 
aspect. Because potency desires the final complete actuality. 
Unity of Method to Explain In&eterrAnacv~~Tho inde¬ 
terminacy of the situation caused by the Thomistlc principle 
of potency 1* the aspect of the situation which in one type 
12 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com. In Phye. lib* I, Lecfe. 15t 
no. 10. 
13 
John Dewey, Ho?; wo Think, p. 113* 
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of actuality Dewey grasps by a method. But* Dewey#s method 
is limited In the situation it approaches, by the type of 
situation it cun be aoplied to, and by the type of method 
14 
it is. 
Intellectual Aspect of a Situation—The type of situa¬ 
tion which is open to the method of critical thought is a con¬ 
fused state of affairs in which the intellect of man is 
15 
confused. This is the Intellectual aspect of the situation, 
which causes man to try to solve the problem intellectually. 
Bumping into a tree is a situation, but it is not subject 
matter for the method of critical thought since there Is realty 
no problem. A complex situation in which man must act is the 
16 
subject matter of this method. A teacher must get to school, 
but his car is broken down and it is raining. This is subject 
matter for the method of critical thinking, because someone 
must think about action to take in a situation. 
14 
John Dewey, Assays in Experimental Lo/ylc. p. 231-241. 
John Dewey, How »e Think, p. 75 
16 
Ibid, p. ?? 
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Actual Aspect of Situation—This action to take is the 
second aspect of the method. It is an actual method# it is 
interested in doing# not in speculation. The Intellectual 
process of the method# not only starts in actual situation# 
but also results in an action. This is not an ethical situa¬ 
tion but a present# everyday action. The method of critical 
thought is not of ethics# it is an actual operation in a 
17 
situation. 
Suspension and Indeterminacy—The suspension of Judg¬ 
ment which is the fundamental aspect of the method of critical 
18 
thought has a definite relation to the confused state of affairs. 
It is also a logical consequence of the "apetere* aspect of 
potency. The ultimate determination of the actuality is con¬ 
tinually changeable* So must the understanding of the actuality 
be continually changeable. This Is the value of suspension 
of judgment. That cigarette burning can become ashes, but it 
also can become many things because of its appetite. Maybe 
in this actual situation the turning on of the lights by 
flicking on the switch seems the only logical solution# but 
there are definitely other possible solutions to the problem 
17 
John Dewey, Logica The Theory of Inoulry. Chap. IV 
18 
John Dewey, How We Think, p. 72 
43 
which maybe are more complete and more actual in the long run. 
This continual openness is based on the "apetere** of potency, 
but it is clearly taken into consideration by the suspension 
aspect of the method of critical thought. 
Critical Thinking as a Formallzatlon—»The indeterminacy 
of the situation is the foundation for this method of critical 
thought, and it is the continual emphasis of St. Thomas in his 
explanation of reality. Dewey even recognizes indeterminacy 
in his actual method, which he simply presents as a formaliza- 
19 
tion of the approaches which have been taken. This does not 
disallow other emphasis in approach which will either change 
or mitigate the general pattern which is suggested. £ven 
with regard to his method, Dewey says that it is also indeter- 
mlnate and changing in actuality. All that is presented is 
20 
a formalization after fact. 
Resume of Chapter—St. Thomas and Dewey have different 
meanings for actuality. Much of this difference is based on 
fundamental philosophical principles. Some of the differences 
arise from different approaches to actuality. St. Thomas 
19 
Ibid. p. 99 
20 
John Dewey, Lo^lc: The Theory of Inquiry. Chap. VI. 
21 
goes out Into the actuality to explain it. Dewey approaches 
22 
the situation from human action in it. Sven if these differences 
are clearly stated at least one similarity is found that is 
that in St* Thomas* reality there is indeterminacy and in Dewey * s 
situation there is confusion. Because of this changeable as* 
pact of reality, a method facing this indeterminacy and con¬ 
fusion could be used to control both reality and situation. 
21 
St. Thomas Aquinas, Com, in Meta, lib. iv, lect. 11 
no. 553 
22 
John Dewey, Philosophy and Civilization, (Hew York* 
Hinton, 1931)« P* o4 
JHAPTEH V 
CONCLUSION 
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CHAPTSft V 
COKCUfSlQH 
Aim of Chapter—Thls chapter will summarize the 
findings of the proceeding chapters, with regard to the 
problem question. Can a Thomlst use Dewey*s method of criti¬ 
cal thought without contradicting his principles? 
aspects of the Method which Apply to a ThomlsUc 
Positlon~~lt seems that he can, Dewey presents this method 
as a formalization of an intellectual process. This process 
is not dependent on his conception of philosophy, but rather 
on actual situations. Since a Thomist is interested in a 
practical method with which he can approach reality, this 
process seems acceptable to his position or to any position. 
The method does not follow from a definite conception of 
1 
reality, a system already thought out. The method, as pre¬ 
sented, is a formalization of actual process, and as such is 
independent of the thinker, the object, and the* conception 
of the object, the thinker and their Interaction, 
1 
Emile Simard, La Mature et La Portee de la kathode 
Scientlfique, (Quebec s Laval, 195$). pTTST" 
Heaaon for del :tion-~Tha method of critical thought 
simply expects that a situation is confused. Since St. Thomas 
explains reality by principles which allow indeterminacy and 
confusion* this method can apply to a Thomlstie reality. 
' . t- . 
Llmltafcion3»But it can not apply to all of a Thosistle 
reality, but only to that which is problematic In its confusion 
The distinction limits the scope of the method to areas of 
practical intellectual interest on,the part of the thinker who 
is part of the situation and reality. 
g Ape tore** in Action—The "apetare* aspect of potency 
which St. Thomas develops seems to have some comparability 
in its foundations in tendency toward and ultimate, perfect 
form with the confused to clear aspect of a situation which 
Introduces the suspension as the fundamental characteristic 
of method of critical thought. This suspension allows a 
3 
method which tends toward the clearest solution. This is much 
as "apetere* keeps potency tending toward the n-oat perfect form 
2 
Lucian Dufault, La Phlloqoohla de la Nature. 
(Unpublished manuscript. Dept, of Philosophy, Oblate College, 
I960), p. 29 
3 
Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transformation of the School, 
(Hew Torks Columbia University^ 1961)• p. 738* 
4 ' , 
St. Thomas Aquinas, De Potential Quest. IX, art. VII, 
ad . q . 
43 
Answer to Problem of Pan^r—The actual conclusion of 
this paper Is that in a definite, and particular area of 
practical action dependent on the intellect, a Thoisist can 
use the method of critical thought, without contradiction 
to his principles if he accepts this method as a formalisa¬ 
tion of a process which could take a different form* 
Value of Indeterminacy—There are many aspects of the 
object of the method of critical thought upon which St. Thomas 
and Dewey do not agree, especially, its knowabillty, its 
reality. They do agree on an indeterminacy in action. This 
slight agreement is. what allows the use of the method critical 
thought by a Thomlst. This slight agreement Is also that which 
limits the area of application to a small area of practical 
actuality. 
This man acting in this situation is the area of appli¬ 
cation of the method* Only where San must decide through an 
intellectual process what action he will make, can the method 
apply. 
Further Study—Many problems of differentiation and 
correspondence still remain. One area for further study 
which this study has suggested, is the area of knowledge, its 
49 
meaning, value, and tha Intellect and Its consequences* This 
study has convinced the author, that no understanding of either 
man can to® had by judging or criticizing one by the other* 
■ / 
Tha philosophical premises are so distinct that it seems that 
only in areas in which each is lacking can an effort be mad® 
to fill the lack by a development which one or the other has 
made* The author thinks that the method of critical thought 
can be such an Item, completing in practical action some 
principles which St* Thomas has left theoretical* 
/ 
1 
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